For 2 players, ages 4 and up

GAME RULES
Object:
Be the first player to collect 5 solution cards.

Contents:
2 identical game boards, 2 plastic buses, 49 solution cards, label sheet

Set Up:
Using the package back as a guide, apply the labels to one side of both buses. Each
player takes one decorated bus and one game board.

Playing:
Carefully fold any one of the 49 solution cards in half and place it in between players
so that both can see the animals on the bus. The same picture is on both sides of
the card. Every solution card shows 5 animals on the top section of the bus and
4 animals (not counting the dog on the bus label) on the bottom section. Those 9
animals—and the order in which they are sitting on the bus—is what players are trying
to match in their plastic bus.
Each player places their bus flat on their game board and starts moving it around,
looking at the solution card whenever they want, as they try to match up the animals
and their locations. When a player has the line-up correct, they call out, “On the bus!”
and leave their bus in the correct location on the game board.
To double check that they are correct the player looks at the number that’s in
the rectangular cutout between the wheels of their plastic bus. Then turn to the
white side of the solution card and see if the number printed there matches the
one showing through the bus. If it matches, that player gets to keep the card. If it
doesn’t match, players continue until one of them matches it.

Ending and Winning the Game:
The first player to collect 5 solution cards wins.
We appreciate your comments on Who’s Riding on the Bus? Please send your correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corporation • Dept: Who’s Riding on the Bus?
121 New England Ave. • Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126
Our customer service department can be reached Monday through Friday (except during holidays)
from 10:00 AM EST to 4:00 PM EST at 1 800 800-0298.
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